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1.
a)

Ascendent:
In that chart first Upapada is in Aq with Ra and Mars, partner had Scorpio (ma)
Ascendent.

2.

Upapada
a. Upapada is in third bhava so they get in touch with each other through medium of
internet. (Lord is involved in curse)
b. It was 7 from AL which mean that native could feel the relationship as blockage to
own development.. Shukra is with 7L and in kona to 7H – partner was artist (painter).
Timing of start & break

3.

a.

4.

Shukra-buddha – Buddha has argala on seventh lord, and also has argal on eight lord
so they start & break in the same buddha antara. As second lord is involved there was
suspicion of new partner. (Shukra rasi in eight). Buddha is also in seventh bhava
giving events related to relationships and in kona to UL activating the same. As
seventh lord is with Venus native has attraction to that partner.
b. From planets influencing 2H from UL only Sani and Buddha are in kona/kendra to
NL while the 2L from UL is in second bhava in D-9 which doesnt say well about
sustainence.
Specials (background, parents and others), as
a. Sani lord of UL is in MKS in shatru-rasi so the family of the spouse was not very rich.
b. Forth from seventh is Moon in Cancer so the mother of spouse is housewife dedicated
to cooking (Moon).

`

Ascendent:
b)
This is chart of partner of native from previous chart. This was 2nd relationship. The
2Upapada is in Leo aspected by Sani. Partner had Saggitarius Lagna (agni-rasi) with Sani
in it confirming the rule.
Upapada
c.

Upapada is in tenth. Lord is in Surya-Rahu Yoga in eight with strong Jupiter giving
partner interested in spirituality. AK was involved so it was serious for
native(personal). (Lord is involved in curse). The 2nd in Navamsa is Surya with
Saggitarius which shows person who likes to read books about spirituality. Ketu in
kona to that shows attraction towards meditation.
d. It was 8 from AL which mean that native could feel that as some promise/debt and
that relation also strained the financial side of native.
Timing of start & break
e. Shukra-Buddha, Buddha is in kona to 2H and has argala on 2L in D-9. But Buddha
also shows third relationship (being in eight from 2H) and is also 8L in D-9 which
generally cause breakage so relationship failed in the same Buddha-dasa. Buddha was
in kona to Navamsa Lagna but Ra/Ma aspect on 2 from UL cause breakage. Buddha
was in MKS in D-1 so the weak position adds to it.. Buddha is in ninth bhava in D-9 so
in Buddha dasa I foretold third relationship.. (fifth from AL and 7H in D-1)
Specials (background, parents and others), as
f. UL lord is with exalted graha so the family was strong financially..
g. Forth from second is Jupiterian sign aspected by Jupiter so mother of partner dealt
with money a lot in her work. And that Lord is in seventh from that point (forth
house) so mother of partner is travelling a lot.

Ascendent:
c)
Native is on third relationship. 3UL is in Vrsabha-Rasi in tenth bhava so the career issues
was very important for starting of relationship. Partner has offcourse Virgo Lagna (kona).
Upapada
h. Upapada is in tenth with Raja Yoga (exalted Graha in AL) so with starting or by
starting of that specific third partnership the native rise materially and get
stabilization. 7 from AL / UL is Ju/Ke so the community of brahmanas can be against
that match.
i. Conjunction of Upapada with Arudha-pada gave similar attitudes and social
being/identification. Presence of seventh lord shows lovemarriage and its like that.

Timing of start & break
j. It was in Rahu-chandra Vimshottari, Chandra has argala on ninth lord (third person).
Chandra is also in 3UL and with 7L in D-1 (Jara Yoga). As there is conjunction of 7L
native travelled during that time from birthplace.
Specials (background, parents and others), as
k. In ninth bhava there is Venus so partner is engaged in artistic field and likes
shoping/clothing and parties – having fun.

Ascendent:
d)
This is chart of partner of native from previous chart. First UL is in Dhanus. Partner has
Leo Lagna. (agni rasi)

Upapada
l.

Upapada is in forth. So the main “if”for starting was changing the place of
stay/living. Buddha lords 7 from AL so friends cirlce can disturb the relation. Sani in
Upapada indicate age difference. Sani in UL shows maternal-side more dominant in
partner-family.

Timing of start & break
m. Ketu-Rahu was the period of start. Rahu lords the 7H in D-9 so its quite eays here..

1.

This is chart of the author. Upapada is in Pisces(partner – Virgo), so the first person
was very spiritual. But its in sixth from Shukra and Mangal is in MKS (2L from UL)
therefore it broke. Next Upapada is in Libra so the second person has Gemini Lagna.
Its fifth bhava with Venus and seventh lord so its love-relationship. Its yuti
RajaYogas in fifth(raja) bhava so that relation can be vital/crucial point for rise.
(Shukra is dispositor). 7L from 2UL is Mangal which gives us hint that brother can
disturb harmony. And its like that!
3L is involved so mail took place in starting relationship.
2. First relation took place in Sani antardasa which has argala on seventh lord and is in
kona to seventh bhava. First relation broke in the same dasa as there is 7L/8L
parivartana giving shorttime union (as 8L is connected to Chandra there were many
depression around ending-mental problems and arguments(buddha). Second
relation took place in Shukra-antardasa which has argala on 2L. Sani(2L) is exalted
and in tenth bhava so native is very ambitious and focused on projects (her LL is in
10H in D-1).
3. Parents of partner. Jupiter and Mars are in forth from 2H so mother of partner is
engaged in protecting (mars) of money(jupiter) connected to light/energy(meshamangal).

Second 2UL is in Pisces with Jupiter / Sun and Rahu. Which can give partner as
spiritual person interested in astrology. But that must be confirmed in Navamsa. In D9 Jupiter is in scorpio in kona to 2H which strengnthed previous argument. Presence
of A7 and 7L gave lovemarriage. 3L is involved so mail took place in starting
relationship.
1.
2.
3.

Timing, Rahu is in seventh bhava in D-9 and gave first relation. Guru being 7L in D-1 and in
kona to 2H with 2L gave second relation. Shukra antardasa in Chaturaseeti has argal on 2L.
Upapada is in tenth bhava with position in 7 from AL which gives us hint that with
appearance of partner rise and career of native will begin.
Parents. Thats interesting!. 4 from Buddha is Shukra afflicted by Sun – mother of partner
teach biology. Ninth from second is Ma/Sa in Guru sign. Father is teacher of mechanical
engineering(mangal) with a lot of construction(sani) elements.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Upapada lord is in Gemini so thats the lagna of partner. Eight bhava shows many promises
in atmosphere around the relation.
In seventh bhava in D-9 there is surya (partner likes to read a lot) and Guru/Buddha in kona
so partner was in Guru-sisya parampara. Lord in Scorpio with Mangal (astrologer).
Rahu lords eight in D-9 so many obsession was around ending union.
Took place and broke in Sani antardasa (lord of seventh and eight)

1.
2.

Upapada lord is in Virgo. Partner had Virgo Lagna
Upapada is in ninth. They met and were functioning around temple-atmosphere. Buddha
lording show friend-intervention. Guru & Mangal show dynamic personality engaged in
spirituality (guru in ninth). Tenth and Chandra (2 from UL) shows breakage as problem in
career and maintenence/mental issues respectively. Mental issues are confirmed in
Navamsa as 8L is Moon with deb Mercury (arguments) in forth bhava. As Ra/Ma are
influencing 2 from 7H there were strifes and law issues. Of course it was all in Buddha dasa
(7L with 8L) – again this yuti shows short-term-union. Tenth from seventh is Buddha
(selling) Chandra (nuts) in Pisces (temple-place of resources) as type of work of partner.
Buddha is 9L(woman chart) and aspects 5L in D-7 child was born during that time..

1.

2.
3.
4.

This is previous example partner (virgo lagna). Previous person is now indicated by 2UL. 2UL
Lord is Buddha with Shukra which shows love and artistic field (2L is also in Shukra-Buddha
Yoga) of spouse. Buddha is overcomed in grahayuddha so match was condemned and
background of spouse weak. Buddha shows again involvment of friend. Tenth bhava shows
that relation inspired native towards work. However position in sixth from AL showed many
strifes.
They meet in mangal-shukra. Shukra is with 2L. In chandra dasa they broke. Chandra is
maraka lord to 2H (second relationship).
Position of Chandra in 7 from AL shows problems with mother-in-law.
Position of UL in 6 from AL shows law issues.

5.

In Rahu-rahu he get child. Rahu is in fifth bhava in D-1 & D-7. 5L is in sixth – child was born
ill.

1.

2UL is in Scorpio(Cancer Lagna of partner-Jala Rasi). They began in Venus antardasa in
Dwisaptati. Venus is 2L in D-9(second partnership). 7L is AK so relationship is very important
for native. Venus dominates so it was Gandharva relationship. We are sure thats second union
of native, cause its ninth bhava and they meet in bachelor-level of studies. As Guru in
dispositor of Shukra and aspects 2H person is interested in philosophy. And Shukra shows
also good manner and conventional / dharmic(saggitarius) approach. Guru in kona in d-9

shows that this relation can be last (guru 2L from UL). The only thing I worry here is Vakra
state.

1.

2.

This is boy of previous person. She had Pisces Lagna. His 2UL is Virgo (7H is Pisces). They
met in Mangal dasa in Dwisaptati and Chaturaseeti(more applicable as AK yuti 10L). Mangal
aspects 2L from Navamsa Lagna. In that dasa he begun study. Mangal is in third aspecting
ninth bhava(studies) with Guru (philosophy) in D-24 (education and siddhi)
Surya(2H; D-9) shows person involved in politics and his partner studies law (Surya) and
philosophy (Aquarius Rasi). Rahu is in tenth bhava therefrom indicated person strict and
responsible in projects-issues. Focused on work. 2L with Shukra shows that native has a lot of

3.

1.

2.
3.

attraction to that particular person. Atmakaraka presence shows seriousness of that
relationship.
(D-1)Its in sixth from AL but 6L is with AL L, so after some strifes there is relief.

His 2UL is in cancer with UL. His partner Lagna was Cancer with Moon there. She was very
emotional and they meet in groups (chandra) connected to system of values (ninth bhava) –
straightedge.
It was Buddha-sani per Dwisaptati(in Vim also Shani was running). Sani is in 2H in D-9.
8L is with Shukra. And Shukra-Shukra period in Vimshottari caused break. Shukra shows that
sexual issues could be part of that as native wanted to live in celibacy, while other proposition
is that Shukra shows next partner of girl. Surya is with 3L (marak to second relationship) and

9L (8H from 2H) and was running in Dwisaptati scheme while breakage. Ra and Ma in 3H
shows many strifes in relationship.

1.

2.

2UL is with Rahu and her partner was very original and unconventional. Taurus and Scorpio
was Lagna of native. Rahu is also in 2H in D-9. And it was Rahu antardasa when they start
relationship. Mangal is in Paraspar Karaka to Guru so they broke in Guru dasa. Its sixth
occupance in Rasi chart is more reasonable here. Mangal as 3L shows celibacy especially with
Ketu in eight bhava.
Upapada in eleventh bhava shows many friends around starting point and Venusian Rasi
shows many contacts/parties.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

First person is seen in 7H. 7L is with Shukra & Guru showing inteligent person connected to
artistic field(Venus). Sani is involved in curse so that was broken.
Next person is seen in 2H in D-9. Buddha sign shows actress. And it was buddha antara in
Chaturaseeti dasa. Buddha is also with darapada and Venus in d-1.
Unfortunately Guru dasa broke it, being with 3L in D-9. That Upapada was in eight from
Venus which also made it shortlasted.
Venus play crucial role in breaking. A) lording 3H. b) Lording 2H from 2UL. So there is
suspicion of third person in breaking.
Sani in forth is in 2H from 2UL so native suffered a lot due to that.
UL and 2UL lords are involved in curse of lover..
Third bhava placement of UL shows letter/sms as starting element.

1.
2.
3.
4.

UL is in Saggitarius. Partner was Gemini. UL is with Ketu in Sg – it shows spiritual person
interested in occult (person was an astrologer).
Again third bhava placement shows sms as starting medium.
Many planets in 7 from UL shows strong opposition and bad fame of the spouse (sa ma in 10
from UL) at that time
Buddha as 7L is with rahu(researcher) in Pisces(spiritual) – astrologer. Surya placement there
shows person who is good at music (he was guitar player) and likes reading.

5.

Sani is 2L from UL and in eight bhava in Navamsa doesnt bode well for sustainence of union
so they started in sani antardasa (kona to 7L) and broke in Buddha (weak 7L) who was also in
kona to 2L (8 to 7H). Exactly in starting of Buddha dasa she became studying. Buddha is in 9
in D-24. And its Buddha aspected by Shukra which gives subject connected to
chemicals/writing. Buddha is also in ninth bhava so she broaded world-view. Buddha is in
third from Moon so shorttravels where often and 5 from AL – met many people.
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